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 Diverse, net production stream 
comprised of ~95 Bopd (oil) and ~1.0 
MMcfd (gas) (~35% oil)
− PDP PV10: $11MM 
− PDP Net Res.: 13 Bcfe (20% oil)
− Well Count: 16 Vt/3 Hz/5 SWD

 Sizeable base of low-decline, 
predictable cash flow underpins future 
development activities
− $1.6MM PDP net cash flow (NTM)
− 4.5% NTM production decline

 Multiple low-cost capital projects 
offer material value acceleration

– Return to production, up-hole 
recompletions, and new drills 
provide opportunities to enhance 
production in proven developments

 Future development opportunities
100% funded through current and
developable cash flow

 Substantial net reserves (30.6 Bcfe) 
and 3P PV10 ($37MM)

Low-Cost, High-Return 
Conventional Opportunities 

 Regional operated Gulf Coast assets, 
100% HBP across multiple fields

– Assets offer balanced exposure to 
both gas-rich and oil-rich fields

 Established operations, including 5 
SWDs to support future asset 
development

 Attractive average royalty burden at 
~78% NRI 8/8th enhancing operated 
asset economics

– Average 95% WI & 74% NRI

Oil Rich, Gas-Weighted Prod.
1.6 MMcfed | $1.6MM Op. Cash Flow

Regional Gulf  Coast Assets
$37MM 3P PV10 | 100% HBP

Team Operating (“Team”) has retained PetroDivest Advisors to market for sale certain of  its oil & gas 
leasehold and related assets spanning multiple counties in Texas, Louisiana, and Mississippi.  The assets offer an 

attractive opportunity to acquire (i) a diverse, low-decline portfolio of  1.6 MMcfed oil-rich, gas-weighted 
production (~35% oil) generating $1.6MM of  NTM PDP cash flow; (ii) conventional assets with predictable 
performance and established operations including 12 producing and 5 SWD wells; and (iii) a roster of  de-risked 
and low-cost development projects including new drills, return to production and up-hole recompletions.
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Long-Lived, Oil-Rich, Low-Decline Gulf  Coast Assets

Note: All reserve, production, cash flow, and present value metrics utilize current strip pricing and an effective date of 4/1/2024.

Operated Gulf  Coast Opportunity
Team Operating
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3P PV10 by Reserve Cat.

Team Well 
Team Lease County
Rigs

Legend
West Ranch & Ganado, West
Net Prod: 32 Boed (100% Oil)

PDP NTM CF: $370M

Pineville & Sylvarena
Net Prod: 12 Boed (100% Oil)

PDP NTM CF: $160M

Mud Lake, East
Net Prod: 1,040 Mcfed (3% Oil)

PDP NTM CF: $320M

Bloomington
Net Prod: 31 Boed (100% Oil)

PDP NTM CF: $580M

Napoleonville
Net Prod: 16 Boed (100% Oil)

PDP NTM CF: $210M

Delineated, Actionable Upside 

Bloomington | New Drill Horizontal Development

Previously completed reservoir characterization work is 
available to capitalize on de-risked, near-term upside.

Frio – Net Oil Isopach 

2 PUDs 

2 PDP Wells

Offset Hz. 
Development

East Mud Lake | 5 Behind Pipe Opps. & 1 PUD

8400’ Sand 
Structure

PDP
1 Behind Pipe Zone
2 Behind Pipes Zones
PUD
SWD
Fault

Legend
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Contact Information | PetroDivest Advisors

Process Calendar

Please contact Jerry Edrington to request a confidentiality agreement or to learn more about this 
opportunity.  Please route all communications through PetroDivest and do not contact Team directly. 

Jerry Edrington
Managing Director

jerry@petrodivest.com
(713) 595-1017

Jonathan Bristal
Director

jonathan@detring.com
(713) 595-1004

Manik Singh
Associate

manik@detring.com
(713) 595-1008

Bryan Bottoms
Vice President, Geology

bryan@detring.com
(713) 595-1005

This Information Flyer is based on material provided by Team Operating (“Seller”) and is offered to interested parties for the sole purpose of providing an overview of the opportunity to
acquire Seller's assets (the "Transaction"). This Information Flyer is delivered on behalf of Seller by PetroDivest Advisors, LLC ("Advisor"). The information contained in this Information
Flyer ("Information") is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an obligation by Seller to enter into any future transaction. The Information should not be relied upon by
the recipient in considering the Transaction, and the recipient should consider its own financial situation when evaluating the Transaction. This Information Flyer does not constitute
investment, legal, financial, tax, accounting or other counsel of any kind, and the recipient should conduct its own independent examination and assessment of the Information,
including obtaining investment, legal, tax, accounting and such other counsel as it considers suitable. Seller may change or otherwise modify the transaction process at any time
without notice to the recipient, including but not limited to accepting any proposal at any point in time, altering the dates of the process, or terminating the process completely without
defining any reason and without any liability to any interested party. Advisor and its directors, employees, consultants and agents ("Group") make no representation or warranty as to
the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or reliability of the contents of this Information Flyer or any Information provided during the course of the Transaction process. The Information
has been prepared on the basis of publicly accessible information and material made available to Advisor by Seller. Advisor has relied upon and assumed, without independent
verification, the accuracy or completeness of all such information, which does not claim to be all-inclusive or to contain all of the information that may be relevant to the Transaction.
The recipient acknowledges that conditions may change and that the Information may become out-of-date as a result. Advisor is under no obligation to update or correct this
Information. Seller and Advisor are under no obligation to provide the recipient with access to any further information. Seller and Group shall have no liability for any representations
(expressed or implied) other than, in the case of Seller, those given by Seller in the purchase and sale agreement, for any written or oral communications with any Interested Parties in
the course of their review of the Transaction, or for any implied terms or obligations arising from operation of law or otherwise. To the maximum extent permitted by law, no member of
the Group accepts any liability (including, without limitation, any liability arising from fault or negligence on the part of any of them) for any loss whatsoever arising from the use of this
Information Flyer or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with it or from the use of any Information provided throughout the course of the Transaction procedure. Certain
statements contained herein may constitute forward-looking statements which involve risks and uncertainties that could cause actual events or results to differ materially from the
projected or expected events or results implied or conveyed in such forward-looking statements. In particular, statements regarding oil and gas reserves may include the implied
assessment that the resources described can be profitably produced in the future, based on certain estimates and assumptions. No constituent of the Group represents or warrants
that such forward-looking statements will be achieved or will prove to be correct. Actual future results and operations could vary materially from the forward-looking statements.
Similarly, no representation or warranty is made that the assumptions on which the forward-looking statements are based may be reasonable. No audit, review or verification has been
undertaken by the Group or an independent third party of the assumptions, data, results, calculations and forecasts presented or referred to herein. The recipient acknowledges that
neither it nor Advisor intends that Advisor acts or be responsible as a fiduciary to the recipient, its management, stockholders, creditors or any other person. Each of the recipient and
Advisor, by accepting and providing this Information Flyer respectively, expressly disclaims any fiduciary relationship and agrees that the recipient is responsible for making its own
independent judgments with respect to any transaction and any other matters regarding this Information Flyer. Subsequent modifications may be provided as required.

Team anticipates PSA execution in early April and closing by mid-May 2024.

VDR Opens Evaluation Period Bids Due Holidays

Operated Gulf  Coast Opportunity
Team Operating


